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Abstract
This paper presents a practical design of backdoor to permanently bypass the screen lock mechanisms
on Android devices. Our design has many advantages such as difficulty in detecting backdoor, fast
execution time and low power consumption. The key feature of our backdoor is remote triggering
that allows the backdoor to be temporarily triggered and executed through push notification services
also used by many normal applications. Furthermore, in our proof-of-concept backdoor, about 98%
of 4-digit PINs and screen lock patterns were cracked within 5 seconds, and only a small amount
of power was consumed. We show the stealthiness of our backdoor to effectively evade the existing
malware detection tools (55 anti-virus scanners provided by VirusTotal and SandDroid).
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Introduction

To protect user’s mobile devices, Android provides several screen lock mechanisms such as Personal
Identification Number (PIN), pattern, password and fingerprint. In particular, PIN and pattern are popularly used (about 42% of mobile users use those mechanisms) [6]. Moreover, although biometric authentication allows to unlock a device, users are still required to set PIN or password on their devices by
default because a high entropy secret should not be stored on the device itself [3]. In consequence, the
overall security is only as good as the used PIN or password.
The goal of this paper is to design backdoor that provides the attacker with persistent access to the
victim’s mobile device by compromising the secret for user authentication while effectively hiding its
presence from the victim. To achieve this goal, we need to find suitable answers to the following research
questions: “How can the attacker economically trigger the backdoor in a stealthy manner?”, “How can
the backdoor obtain the victim’s screen lock password?”, and “How can the backdoor deliver the captured password to the attacker?” To answer those questions, we designed and implemented backdoor
and examined its effectiveness in terms of execution time and power consumption. In this paper, our
contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We designed novel Android backdoor which allows an attacker to permanently unlock a victim’s
Android device whenever the attacker wants to access it. The designed backdoor cannot be easily
detected by existing anti-virus scanners because the backdoor can secretly communicate with an
attacker through push-based message delivery services that are also popularly used in normal
Android applications (read Section 3).
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